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April 2021 

 
CURRENT EVENTS 

 
HEALTH: Worldwide – Covid Vaccines Roll Out Continues 
TOPIC:  Several vaccines from various countries have been approved for use and governments around the world 
have begun programs to vaccinate their citizens. What are the vaccines, what country are they from, and which 
are the most effective? Has any country emerged as leader in these vaccination efforts and is its plan being 
replicated as being best practice? What countries are having problems getting vaccines? Is the continued 
discovery of variants of the virus hindering efforts to vaccinate people? 
SEARCH TERMS: Covid-19 AND vaccine 
 
SPORTS: Japan – Olympic Games 
TOPIC: This summer’s Olympic Games will take place without foreign fans due to the coronavirus crisis. 
Japanese spectators will be able to attend the games. Who makes this type of decision – the host country or the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC)? Will the reduced number of fans in the stands lessen the quality of the 
games? Have these games been reduced to just an international television spectacle? 
SEARCH TERMS: Tokyo AND “Olympic Games” AND spectators 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Increased Voting Restrictions 
TOPIC: Over forty-five states are enacting new laws that tighten the requirements to vote.  What are some of the 
most controversial new restrictions being passed and what are the arguments on either side of the issue?  What 
are some cases in which evidence has been found suggesting new restrictions are needed and what are some 
cases in which no significant problem was found?  How has Georgia’s recent law restricted their elections and 
why is it controversial?  
SEARCH TERMS: (vote OR voters OR voting) AND (suppression OR requirements OR restrictions) AND 
(Republican OR Republicans OR GOP) AND states 
 
HEALTH: Great Britain – Parkinson’s Test  
TOPIC: Scientists in Great Britain have come up with a diagnostic test for Parkinson’s disease by tracking 
changes in the patient’s sebum, a naturally occurring oil that protects human skin. They also think they can follow 
the disease through retesting and see if experimental treatments are working. What are the symptoms of 
Parkinson’s and why has it been so difficult to diagnose before this test? What are the current treatments for the 
disease?  
SEARCH TERMS: Parkinson’s AND sebum 

 
EDUCATION: Worldwide – Should Schools Reopen? 
TOPIC: Countries in the Southern Hemisphere are trying to decide whether or not to reopen schools as their 
summers are coming to an end, while those in the Northern Hemisphere are trying to decide if they should send 
pupils back for the last weeks before the summer vacation. Is the fact that vaccines are now available playing into 
this decision for some countries? Who supports reopening the schools and who is opposed to it? 
SEARCH TERMS: schools AND students AND Covid-19 
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PEOPLE: South Africa – King Goodwill Zwelithini  
TOPIC:  King Goodwill Zwelithini was the traditional leader of the Zulu nation. What role did he play during the 
apartheid era? What was his place in post-apartheid South Africa? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Goodwill Zwelithini” 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Australia – Floods  
TOPIC:  Drenching rainstorms have caused floods across Eastern Australia. The rains have caused waterfalls on 
Uluru. What other natural disasters have some of the flooded areas lived through in the past few years?  What 
states and cities are affected by flooding? How are the floods impacting Australia’s wildlife? Why were spiders in 
the news during the flooding? 
SEARCH TERMS: Australia AND floods 

 
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS  

 
BUSINESS: Egypt – Suez Canal Closed Briefly 
TOPIC: The grounding of the container ship Ever Given that has blocked the Suez Canal has the potential to 
disrupt the flow of goods from Europe to the Far East and vice versa. The Ever Given is one of the largest ships in 
the world and it was askew, blocking the canal from side to side. How many ships transverse the Suez Canal 
annually and how important is that traffic to Egypt’s budget? How difficult was it to get this ship free? Has a 
reason for this accident been determined? How important is shipping to the global economy? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Suez Canal” AND “Ever Given”  
 
BUSINESS: Chase Pay App 
TOPIC:  JPMorgan Chase has decided it will be shutting down its Chase Pay app. How did this app work and why 
had JPMorgan Chase originally decided to invest in it?  What issues was JPMorgan having with the app and how 
did it try to integrate it into other apps and websites? 
SEARCH TERMS: JPMorgan AND "chase pay" AND (app OR "digital wallet") 
 
BUSINESS: Disney Shutting Retail Stores 
TOPIC: Disney has announced that over sixty of its stores will be shut and Disney Store will shift its focus on e-
commerce operations.  What was the cause of this decision and how can the shift in focus improve their 
business?  What kind of items are sold in Disney stores? 
SEARCH TERMS: (“Disney Store” OR “Disney Stores”) AND shutting AND (retail OR stores) AND (60 OR sixty) 
 
ECONOMICS: Sudan – Debt to World Bank Repaid 
TOPIC:  After almost thirty years of suspension, Sudan has cleared its debts to the World Bank, giving it access 
to almost two billion dollars of funds for ending poverty and development. Who built up the Sudanese debt and 
why did they stop paying on it? How much did Sudan have to repay? Why has the U.S. offered funds to Sudan 
recently? 
SEARCH TERMS: Sudan AND “World Bank” 
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ECONOMICS: SPACs  
TOPIC: Special-purpose acquisition companies (SPACs), sometimes referred to as “blank-check companies” are 
companies listed on stock exchanges only to buy a private company to make it public without an initial public 
offering (IPO).  Why have the presence of SPACs grown so quickly on the stock market in recent times?  What is 
the concern that many have over this growth of SPACs on the stock exchange?  
SEARCH TERMS: (“special purpose acquisition companies” OR “special purpose acquisition company”) AND 
(SPAC OR SPACs)  
 
FINANCE: Stimulus Payments 
TOPIC: President Biden has agreed to change the income limits on the next round of stimulus payments that 
lower the caps for incomes qualifying for stimulus checks.  How much was the cap lowered and why?  What has 
been the public response to this decision? 
SEARCH TERMS: Biden AND stimulus AND individuals AND households AND income AND (limit OR limits) 

 
CIVICS, GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 

 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Increased Voting Restrictions 
TOPIC: Over forty-five states are enacting new laws that tighten the requirements to vote.  What are some of the 
most controversial new restrictions being passed and what are the arguments on either side of the issue?  What 
are some cases in which evidence has been found suggesting new restrictions are needed and what are some 
cases in which no significant problem was found?  How has Georgia’s recent law restricted their elections and 
why is it controversial?  
SEARCH TERMS: (vote OR voters OR voting) AND (suppression OR requirements OR restrictions) AND 
(Republican OR Republicans OR GOP) AND states 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Israel – Elections Continue 
TOPIC: Israelis went to the polls for the fourth time in two years and returned another ambiguous result. No party 
won a majority, though the Likud Party of Benjamin Netanyahu has thirty members of Knesset. Sixty-one 
members are needed to form a government. What caused this election to be held at this time? Has the president 
of Israel asked anyone to begin negotiations to form a government?    
SEARCH TERMS: Israel AND “election results” 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Brazil – Military Leaders Resign 
TOPIC: Following President Jair Bolsonaro dismissal of his defense minister, the heads of all three branches of 
the Brazilian military resigned their posts. Bolsonaro also replaced several other ministers. Who else did he 
replace? Has anything like this simultaneous resignation happened in Brazil? Have new military leaders been 
appointed? Will these changes in government and the armed forces have any impact on next year’s election? 
SEARCH TERMS: Brazil AND military AND resignations 
 
HISTORY: Evanston Illinois Pays Reparations 
TOPIC: The city of Evanston, Illinois is the first place in the United States to pay reparations to black citizens for 
the U.S. history of slavery and racism. How does Evanston’s reparations program work?  What has been the 
response from the community? What other places in the U.S. have made plans for reparations and how do their 
programs compare to Evanston’s plan? 
SEARCH TERMS: reparations AND Evanston 
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HISTORY: Great Britain – Neolithic Find Announced  
TOPIC:  Scientists have discovered a salt manufacturing site that is dated around 6,000 years ago, making it the 
earliest found in the country and in Western Europe. Salt would have allowed people to preserve meats and fish. 
This in turn could have led to the spread of Neolithic farming throughout Britain. How did Neolithic farmers 
produce salt based on what was found at this site? What are the current theories on how Neolithic farming 
techniques spread across Britain? What are the theories about how that spread affected the pre-existing 
population? 
SEARCH TERMS: Neolithic AND salt 

 
SOCIAL ISSUES 

 
CRIME AND LAW: Asian Hate Crimes 
TOPIC:  A mass shooting at spas in Atlanta of which the victims were overwhelmingly Asian American has 
enhanced the growing effort to address Asian hate crimes that have increased during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
How much have hate crimes against Asian American’s risen since the beginning of the pandemic and what has 
been discovered about the motive for some of these crimes?  What efforts to address Asian bigotry have been 
made? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Asian-Americans” AND (racism OR bigotry OR “hate crime” OR “hate crimes”) 
 
CRIME AND LAW: Canada – Library Attack 
TOPIC:  A woman has been killed and six other people were injured in a mass stabbing attack at a library in North 
Vancouver. A young man has been charged. Has any motive been given? Was this an act of terrorism? 
SEARCH TERMS: Canada AND stabbings  
 
EDUCATION: Worldwide – Should Schools Reopen? 
TOPIC: Countries in the Southern Hemisphere are trying to decide whether or not to reopen schools as their 
summers are coming to an end, while those in the Northern Hemisphere are trying to decide if they should send 
pupils back for the last weeks before the summer vacation. Is the fact that vaccines are now available playing into 
this decision for some countries? Who supports reopening the schools and who is opposed to it? 
SEARCH TERMS: schools AND students AND Covid-19 
 
EDUCATION: Critical Gaps in In-Person Learning 
TOPIC: As schools start reopening with vaccinations becoming available, significant gaps are emerging as to who 
has been getting in-person instruction and who has not.  What has been the impact on students who have not had 
in-person learning?  What percentage of schools have reopened and what states and regions of the country have 
the most open schools?  What are the major reasons schools have remained closed and how are schools 
managing transitions and hybrid learning during this phase of COVID? 
SEARCH TERMS: (“K-8” OR elementary) AND (school or schools) AND “in-person” AND classroom AND gap 
 
RELIGION: Religious Free Speech 
TOPIC:  The Supreme Court has ruled 8-1 to protect the religious expression of students at taxpayer-funded 
colleges.  What was the issue in 2016 at Georgia Gwinnett College that spurred the student Chike Uzuegbunam 
to file a lawsuit?  Why was this case revived so much later?  What was the reasoning behind the decision to 
reopen the case? 
SEARCH TERMS: Uzuegbunam AND Gwinnett AND Christian AND "Supreme Court" 
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SOCIAL RELATIONS: Bangladesh – Rohingya Balukhali Camp Fire 
TOPIC: A fire roared through one of the largest camps housing Rohingya refugees in Cox’s Bazaar, destroying 
housing and schools and hospitals. This displaced around 50,000 refugees from the 2017 Myanmar campaign 
against the Muslim minority. How did the fire start and how many fatalities were there? What was the international 
response to this tragedy? Are fires common in the camps inhabited by the Rohingya? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Balukhali Camp” AND fire 
 
SOCIAL RELATIONS: Border Crisis 
TOPIC:  An increasing number of migrants, including a large number of unaccompanied children are crossing the 
U.S- Mexico border; this creates a difficult problem for border patrol and many children are being detained rather 
than being sent back to Mexico alone.  What are some of the factors that have caused the increase in migrants 
trying to cross the border and what percentage are being turned back?  What kind of migrants are being turned 
away, what kind are being admitted and what kind are being detained?  What is President Biden’s overall policy 
and how is it being applied?  How do President Biden’s policies differ from President Trump’s? 
SEARCH TERMS: migrants AND Mexico AND border AND Biden AND children 

 
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND HEALTH  

 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: FERC and Climate Change 
TOPIC:  The U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for the first time has assessed the impact a natural 
gas pipeline could have on greenhouse gas emissions.  What was the assessment?  What was the impact on the 
project? What policy change has taken place that allowed this assessment to take place? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Federal Energy Regulatory Commission” AND “greenhouse gas” AND “natural gas” AND 
pipeline 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Australia – Floods  
TOPIC:  Drenching rainstorms have caused floods across Eastern Australia. The rains have caused waterfalls on 
Uluru. What other natural disasters have some of the flooded areas lived through in the past few years?  What 
states and cities are affected by flooding? How are the floods impacting Australia’s wildlife? Why were spiders in 
the news during the flooding? 
SEARCH TERMS: Australia AND floods 
 
HEALTH: Worldwide – Covid Vaccines Roll Out Continues 
TOPIC:  Several vaccines from various countries have been approved for use and governments around the world 
have begun programs to vaccinate their citizens. What are the vaccines, what country are they from, and which 
are the most effective? Has any country emerged as leader in these vaccination efforts and is its plan being 
replicated as being best practice? What countries are having problems getting vaccines? Is the continued 
discovery of variants of the virus hindering efforts to vaccinate people? 
SEARCH TERMS: Covid-19 AND vaccine 
 
HEALTH: CDC Guidelines for Fully Vaccinated 
TOPIC:  The U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) has relaxed some of the guidelines for fully-vaccinated 
people.  How have the guidelines changed and why?  What is the vaccination process and when is a person 
considered “fully-vaccinated” in the sense of being able to apply the relaxed guidelines? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Centers for Disease Control” AND “fully vaccinated” AND (guidelines OR guideline) 
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HEALTH: Great Britain – Parkinson’s Test  
TOPIC: Scientists in Great Britain have come up with a diagnostic test for Parkinson’s disease by tracking 
changes in the patient’s sebum, a naturally occurring oil that protects human skin. They also think they can follow 
the disease through retesting and see if experimental treatments are working. What are the symptoms of 
Parkinson’s and why has it been so difficult to diagnose before this test? What are the current treatments for the 
disease?  
SEARCH TERMS: Parkinson’s AND sebum 
 
SCIENCE: Europe – Standard Model Challenged? 
TOPIC:  Physicists at the Large Hadron Collider have seen subatomic particles acting in ways that might 
ultimately explain dark matter. They created beauty quarks which should decay into K+mesons having either two 
electrons or two muons in equal numbers, but they found for every 100 with electrons there were only 85 with 
muons. They concluded that either a new particle or force was responsible. How does this not fit the Standard 
Model of particle physics, which is the current way of explaining subatomic happenings? How firm are their 
conclusions? What are the next steps for them to continue looking into this? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Large Hadron Collider” AND “beauty quarks” 
 
SCIENCE: Ingenuity Mars Helicopter 
TOPIC:  NASA is preparing to launch the Ingenuity Mars Helicopter which, if successful, will be the first controlled 
flight of an aircraft on a foreign planet. How does the Ingenuity Mars Helicopter work?  What interesting artifact 
from U.S. history of flight has been built into this helicopter? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Ingenuity Mars Helicopter” 
 
TECHNOLOGY: China – Xiaomi Enters EV Market  
TOPIC:  China’s smartphone maker Xiaomi is starting a wholly-owned subsidiary to build smart electric vehicles. 
It will be competing with many other companies trying to enter that market, not to mention the firms worldwide 
looking to build electric vehicles. How much are they planning to invest in this venture? Have they announced 
whether they are looking to build luxury vehicles or low-cost vehicles? Who are some of their competitors? 
SEARCH TERMS: Xiaomi AND “electric vehicles” 
 
TECHNOLOGY: Hacking Security Cameras  
TOPIC: Hackers have recently shown increased capacities to breach security cameras at schools, hospitals and 
workplaces.  What are some examples of this and what are some of the goals these hackers seek to achieve?  
What additional security is being applied in the attempt to secure these cameras from hackers? 
SEARCH TERMS: hackers AND “security cameras” AND (hospitals OR schools) 
 

SPORTS  
 
SPORTS: Japan – Olympic Games 
TOPIC: This summer’s Olympic Games will take place without foreign fans due to the coronavirus crisis. 
Japanese spectators will be able to attend the games. Who makes this type of decision – the host country or the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC)? Will the reduced number of fans in the stands lessen the quality of the 
games? Have these games been reduced to just an international television spectacle? 
SEARCH TERMS: Tokyo AND “Olympic Games” AND spectators 
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SPORTS:  March Madness 
TOPIC:  March Madness is a nickname for the NCAA Division 1 men’s basketball tournament. How do teams 
qualify for the tournament and how are the matches structured to eliminate teams as the tournament progresses? 
What teams look the most promising this year? What tournament is offered for the teams that don’t qualify for 
March Madness?  What recent efforts have taken place to deal with the inequities between the men’s and 
women’s NCAA basketball tournaments?  How did Oral Roberts University make NCAA history this year? How 
has the pandemic impacted March Madness this year? 
SEARCH TERMS: (NCAA AND championship AND basketball) OR (“March Madness” AND basketball) OR 
(NCAA AND “Division 1 championship” AND basketball) 
 
SPORTS: Germany – Joachim Low Announces Retirement  
TOPIC:  Joachim Low, who has been coach of the German Men’s National Team since 2006, has announced that 
this summer’s European Championship will be his last in charge of the team. He led the team to victory in the 
2014 World Cup in Brazil, but the team hasn’t performed well in the past couple of years. Whom did Low replace 
as coach? What players were the backbone of his 2014 team? Who is being considered as his replacement? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Joachim Low” 
 
SPORTS: NBA All-Star Game 
TOPIC:  Team LeBron (named for team captain LeBron James) was the winner over Team Durant (named for 
team captain Kevin Durant) by twenty points in this year’s NBA All-Star game.  Who was named most valuable 
player of the game and why?  What were some of the most exciting plays?  How are the teams for NBA All-Star 
games decided? 
SEARCH TERMS: NBA AND (“All-Star Game” OR “All-Stars”) AND Durant AND LeBron 
 
SPORTS: Drew Brees Announces Retirement 
TOPIC:  Distinguished NFL quarterback Drew Brees, who’s played most of his career with the New Orleans 
Saints, has announced he’s going to retire.  What are some areas where he leads the league in passing?  What 
are some other areas where he’s distinguished himself as a quarterback?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Drew Brees” AND “New Orleans Saints” 
 

ARTS AND LITERATURE  

 
FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: Beeple’s NFT Sale 
TOPIC:  The artist Mike Winkelmann, commonly known as Beeple, has sold through auction at 
Christie’s an artwork titled Everydays: the First 5000 Days; this is one of the most expensive works by a 
living artist and the first purely non-fungible token (NFT) to be sold at Christie’s.  What is a non-fungible 
token?  What kind of artwork is the First 5000 Days?  What mediums does Beeple use to create his art 
and how is his artwork described?  
SEARCH TERMS: Beeple AND (art OR artwork) 
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FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: France – Prize Winning Architects  
TOPIC:  The Pritzker Architecture Prize has been awarded to French architects Anne Lacaton and 
Jean-Philippe Vassal. They are known for taking pre-existing spaces, opening them up to nature, and 
increasing their livability for their residents. Where did the two architects meet? What are some their 
most famous projects? Who established the Pritzker Prize and who administrates it? Who are some of 
the previous winners of it? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Anne Lacaton” and “Jean-Philippe Vassal” OR “Pritzker Architecture Prize” 
 
LITERATURE: Poland – Adam Zagajewski 
TOPIC:  Adam Zagajewski was a Polish poet. He first came to prominence during the late 1960s as 
part of Poland’s Generation 1968. His works were banned in 1975. What poem did he write about the 
events of 9/11 and what magazine published it? What awards did his work win? Why was his work 
banned and when was it allowed to be published? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Adam Zagajewski” 
 
LITERATURE: Banning Dr. Seuss 
TOPIC: Dr. Seuss Enterprises has announced that it will cease publishing and licensing six of Dr. 
Seuss’s books due to imagery that appears racially insensitive.  What are the six books and what about 
the images has been deemed offensive?  What has been the public reaction to this new 
acknowledgement by Dr. Seuss Enterprises? 
SEARCH TERMS: Seuss AND (“6 books” OR “six books”) AND (racist OR racially OR offensive) 
 
MOVIES AND TELEVISION: WandaVision 
TOPIC:  Marvel Studios is running a new television miniseries on Disney+ called WandaVision that is a 
novel blend of genres.  What aspects of the series are taken from Marvel Comics and the Marvel film 
Avengers: Endgame?  How do the creators mix the genres to create a fresh new kind of entertainment?  
What are the creative aspects of this series that made it popular with critics? 
SEARCH TERMS: WandaVision 
 
MOVIES AND TELEVISION: France – Bertrand Tavernier  
TOPIC:  Bertrand Tavernier was a French film director. He was a leading figure in the post-New Wave 
film scene in France. His first film was 1974’s The Clockmaker. What were some of his other films? 
What actors worked with him more than once? What prizes and honors did he win?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Bertrand Tavernier” 
 
MUSIC: Jamaica – Bunny Wailer 
TOPIC: Bunny Wailer was a reggae pioneer. He was the last surviving member of the trio that formed 
the Wailing Wailers back in the 1960s. Both Bob Marley and Peter Tosh had predeceased him. How 
were the lives of the three men intertwined? What was their musical journey that led them to reggae 
stardom and how did the group break up? What were their individual careers like? How influential was 
Bunny Wailer upon the reggae scene in Jamaica? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Bunny Wailer” 
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MUSIC: Grammy Awards 
TOPIC:  Beyonce has surpassed Alison Krauss with a new record for receiving most Grammys in her 
career and Taylor Swift became the first woman to win a Grammy for Album of the Year three times.  
What were the qualities in each woman’s music that impressed the critics?  Who were other major 
winners and what are the qualities in their music that impressed the critics? 
SEARCH TERMS: (“Grammy Awards” OR Grammys) AND (Beyonce OR “Taylor Swift” OR “63rd 
Annual Grammy Awards”) 
 
PERFORMING ARTS:  Bill C. Davis 
TOPIC:  Bill C. Davis was a distinguished playwright who’s most famous work is a 1980 play called 
Mass Appeal.  What is Mass Appeal about and why was it popular? What are the qualities in Davis’s 
plays that impress the critics?  What are some of his other acclaimed plays and what are they about? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Bill C. Davis” AND “Mass Appeal” AND (play OR theater OR playwright) 

 
PEOPLE  

 
PEOPLE: South Africa – King Goodwill Zwelithini  
TOPIC:  King Goodwill Zwelithini was the traditional leader of the Zulu nation. What role did he play during the 
apartheid era? What was his place in post-apartheid South Africa? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Goodwill Zwelithini” 
 
PEOPLE:  Roger Mudd 
TOPIC:  Roger Mudd was a popular anchorman for CBS and NBC television news during the late 20th Century.  
What are some of the stories he was most famous for covering?  What awards has he won? Why did he leave 
CBS and join NBC?   
SEARCH TERMS: “Roger Mudd” AND NBC AND CBS 
 
PEOPLE: Japan – Toko Shinoda 
TOPIC:  Toko Shinoda began training in calligraphy as a child. During the 1950s she visited New York City and 
met many of the artists who were championing abstract expressionism. Did her exposure to these artists alter her 
art? What ancient black ink was one of her main mediums and how did she accent her works with color? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Toko Shinoda” 
 
PEOPLE:  Elgin Baylor 
TOPIC:  Elgin Baylor was a star NBA forward who played for the Lakers (in both Minneapolis and Los Angeles) 
and the New Orleans Jazz.  What kind of jump shot was he known for?  What coaching job did he hold after 
retiring as a player and how did he do in that role? 
SEARCH TERMS: "Elgin Baylor” AND NBA AND basketball 
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PEOPLE: Tanzania – John Magufuli 
TOPIC: First elected in 2015, John Magufuli ran as an anti-corruption populist reformer and over the years slowly 
became an authoritarian ruler. His government denied that Covid-19 had come to Tanzania and refused to collect 
statistics about the disease. What were some of the positive things from his first years in power? What were some 
of the ways he kept critics of his regime oppressed? Was he a victim of the disease he denied? Who succeeded 
him and how did this person make history by doing so? 
SEARCH TERMS: “John Magufuli” 
 
PEOPLE: Great Britain – Harry and Meghan Interview 
TOPIC: Harry and Meghan, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, spoke with Oprah Winfrey in a televised interview 
that made news around the world. They discussed their reasons for stepping back from royal duties and some of 
their plans for the future. What were some of the noteworthy claims they made? What were some of the criticisms 
of the interview? What new job has Harry announced he is undertaking? 
SEARCH TERMS: Harry AND Meghan AND Oprah  
 
PEOPLE:  Larry McMurtry 
TOPIC: Larry McMurtry was a novelist and screenwriter who was mostly known for writing in the Western genre 
with his most famous novel being the Pulitzer Prize-winning Lonesome Dove that he expanded into a three book 
series.  What popular novels of his have been adapted into popular films?  What are the qualities of his writing 
that have impressed the critics and his fans? 
SEARCH TERMS: "Larry McMurtry” AND (novelist OR screenwriter OR writer) 
 
PEOPLE:  George Segal 
TOPIC: George Segal was a popular film and television actor known for both dramatic and comedic roles.  What 
are some of the most acclaimed films that he was in and why are they popular?  What TV programs was he best 
known for? 
SEARCH TERMS: "George Segal” AND (TV OR movies OR film OR actor) 
 
PEOPLE:  James Levine  
TOPIC: James Levine was a conductor and pianist who held leadership positions with several orchestras but is 
mainly known for his longtime role as music director of the New York City’s Metropolitan Opera.  What are his 
extraordinary talents that distinguished him as a conductor and musical director? Who were the major influences 
on him early in his career and how were these influences evident in his work? 
SEARCH TERMS: "James Levine” AND (MET OR opera) AND (“musical director” OR conductor) 
 
PEOPLE:  Beverly Cleary 
TOPIC: Beverly Cleary was a popular children’s author.  What book series is she most known for and why are 
these books popular?  Who are some of her prime characters and what are their main qualities? 
SEARCH TERMS: "Beverly Cleary” AND (Ramona OR “Henry Huggins”) 
 
 


